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All Candidates' performance across questions

Question Title N Mean S D Max Mark F F Attempt %
1 834 1.4 0.8 2 70.4 99.5
2 815 1.3 1.1 4 31.7 97.3
3 838 6 1.3 7 85.9 100
4 835 2.9 1.5 5 58.3 99.6
5 822 3 1.4 4 73.9 98.1
6 786 1.4 0.9 2 67.7 93.8
7 810 4.4 2.4 7 62.4 96.7
8 808 2.7 1.6 4 66.4 96.4
9 820 2.6 1.5 4 64.5 97.8

10 803 3.4 1.5 5 68.5 95.8
11 752 2.2 1.7 5 43.5 89.7
12 712 2 1.5 5 40.4 85
13 824 2.4 1.2 4 59.3 98.3
14 821 3.3 1.2 5 65.5 98
15 720 1.5 1.3 5 30.9 85.9
16 739 2.3 1.8 5 45.3 88.2
17 622 0.8 0.9 2 37.8 74.2
18 617 0.9 1 2 45.5 73.6
19 709 1 1 3 32.2 84.6
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Sticky Note

Candidate C obtained the rate of pay for Sunday as £11.52.The error made was failing to multiply the Sunday rate of pay by 4.A follow through mark could be awarded in this case as the first B1 had been awarded.Total marks awarded B1 B0 B1 B1(Follow Through for 3rd and 4th mark)



Sticky Note

Candidate C found the correct number of hours worked on each day








 



Sticky Note

This candidate made a common error. Division of 200 by 12 (M1) gave a decimal answer. The candidate correctly identified 16 full boxes (A1) but used the decimal part to represent 6 as the number of bottles left over. (M0 A0)
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7. Use of 1000ml = 1 litre


(‘Number of cups sold’ =) 4 ×3×8 or 
8×3000


250
  or equivalent 


 (=96 cups) 


(‘Total sales’ =) 96 × 75(p) (=£72) 


(‘Total expenditure’ = ) 8×(£)3·65 + ((£)2·50  (=£31·70) 


(Profit = ‘Total sales’ − ‘Total expenditure’ = £72− £31·70 =) 


 (£)40·3(0) 


QWC: 


Look for 


 correct units used i.e. ml and l, £ and p.


 spelling in at least 1 statement/sentence


 clarity of text explanations


QWC2: Candidates will be expected to 


 present work clearly, with words or quantities shown for


clarity of process or steps


AND 


 make few if any mistakes in mathematical form, spelling,


punctuation and grammar in their answer


QWC1: Candidates will be expected to 


 present work clearly, with words or quantities shown for


clarity of process or steps


OR 


 make few if any mistakes in mathematical form, spelling,


punctuation and grammar in their answer









































B1 


B1 


B1 


B1 


B1 


QWC 


2 


May be implied in further work. 


FT ‘their 4’ or ‘their 3000’. 


FT ‘their derived 96’. 


FT ‘their derived 72’ and ‘their derived (£) 31·70’. 


QWC2 Presents material in a coherent and logical 


manner, using 


acceptable mathematical form, and with few if any 


errors in spelling, punctuation and grammar. 


QWC1 Presents material in a coherent and logical 


manner but with some errors in use of mathematical 


form, spelling, punctuation or grammar.  


OR 


evident weaknesses in organisation of material but 


using acceptable mathematical form, with few if any 


errors in spelling, punctuation and grammar. 


QWC0 Evident weaknesses in organisation of material, 


and errors in use of mathematical form, spelling, 


punctuation or grammar. 








Sticky Note

Candidate A has correctly identified the number of hours worked each day.Candidate A has correctly calculated the pay for Sunday using one and a half times the rate.Correct answer £115.20B1 B1 B1 B1








Sticky Note

Candidate D has correctly calculated the profit to be £40.30 and is awarded B1 B1 B1 B1 B1.QWC 1In this case the text does not clearly  link to the calculations, particularly the middle section where "bottles" and "cups" does not communicate the meaning of the calculations.













Sticky Note

Correct answer. There are 8 bottles not in boxes. A1



Steph

Sticky Note

200 − 16×12 (= 200 − 192)Correct method to find the number of bottles placed in the 16 boxes. M1.



Sticky Note

Correct interpretation of the result of the division. A1



Sticky Note

Correct method shown M1
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5. 200÷12 (=16.666…)


       16(full boxes) 


  200 − 16×12 (= 200 − 192) 


   8 














M1 


A1 


M1 


A1 


Accept alternative methods eg. Repeated subtraction. 


FT ‘their 16’ provided less than 16. 
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7. You will be assessed on the quality of your written communication in this question.
 Elinor plans to sell cups of juice at a disco.
 She buys 8 bottles of juice.
 Each bottle holds 3 litres and costs £3.65 per bottle.
 The total cost of the plastic cups she uses is £2.50.
 Each plastic cup is filled with 250 ml of juice and is sold for 75p.
 Elinor sells all the juice that she has bought. 
 How much profit does she make? [7]


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 








Sticky Note

Full marks awarded:B1 B1 B1 B1 B1 QWC2



Steph

Sticky Note

There are few errors in punctuation and grammar. 'Elinor Sales' is not grammaticality correct but this is the only error.QWC 2 awarded.



Sticky Note

The candidate has presented their work clearly, with words and calculations that clarify the process and steps followed in reaching the correct solution.























Sticky Note

A follow through mark was awarded if the incorrect number of boxes was less than 16.Marks awarded were therefore M0 A0



Sticky Note

Correct division (M1)Incorrect interpretation of the answer. The candidate has rounded up to conclude 17 full boxes. (A0) This was a common error.








Sticky Note

Follow through marks were awarded for the number of hours or the rate of pay. Follow through if at least one of the first two marks were awarded.Marks awarded B0 B0 B0 B0



Sticky Note

The second common error was the calculation of the rate of pay that was one and a half times as much per hour.



Sticky Note

Candidate B has made the common error of wrongly interpreting the number of hours that have been worked on Wednesday.
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9. James works part-time in a supermarket.


 Last week, James worked the following hours:


 He is paid £7.68 per hour for working from Monday to Saturday.


 On Sunday, he is paid one and a half times as much per hour.


 How much did James earn last week? [4]


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Day worked Time recorded


Monday 10:00 to 13:00


Wednesday 14:30 to 17:30


Friday 10:00 to 13:00


Sunday 10:00 to 14:00
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To be viewed with table. 


9. 9 × (£)7.68


4 × 1.5 × (£)7.68 or 4 × (£)11.52


Both (£)69.12 and (£)46.08 


 (total earnings=)(£)115.20 














B1 


B1 


B1 


B1 


FT ‘their 9’, ‘their 4’ or ‘their (£) 11.52’. 


FT from 'their (£)69∙12' and 'their (£)46∙08' provided  at 


least one of the first two B1 marks awarded. 
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 The height of Mount Snowdon is approximately 1100 metres above sea level.
 It is known that temperature decreases by 1°C for every 100 metres increase in height.
 When the temperature at sea level is 8°C, what is the temperature at the top of the mountain?
  [2]


 


 


5. Morgan operates a machine that packs bottles of water into boxes.


 He has 200 bottles of water to pack into identical boxes.
 Each box holds 12 bottles.
 He completely fills as many boxes as possible.
 How many boxes will he fill and how many bottles will be left over? [4]


 


 


 


 


 


 


6. 












Sticky Note

Marks awarded B1 B1 B1 B0 B1(follow through)QWC 1The clarity of explanation can be improved with calculations linked with brief text. 



Sticky Note

The final profit is incorrect but a follow through mark is awarded for £72 - the incorrect expenditure.



Sticky Note

The candidate correctly arrives at £72 for the total sales. They have correctly used 1000ml = 1 litre (B1) and used the information correctly to calculate the number of cups (B1) and the value of the sales (B1).



Sticky Note

The candidate has not explained where £6.15 has arisen from.It is presumed that they wrongly included the cost of ONE bottle of juice with the cost of the cups.B0 will be awarded for the total expenditure.







